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On Graphs with Ramsey-Infinite Blocks 
S. A. BURR*, R. J. FAUDREE AND R. H. SCHELP 
If G and H are graphs, the pair (G, H) are said to be Ramsey-infinite if there are infinitely 
qtany minimal F for which F-+(G, H); here-+is the usual Ramsey arrow. It is shown that if 
(Gi , Hj ) is Ramsey-infinite whenever Gi and Hj are blocks of G and H, respectively, then so is 
(G,H). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If F, G, and H are graphs, write F -+ ( G, H) to mean that if the edges of F are colored 
red and blue, either the red subgraph of F contains a copy of G or the blue subgraph 
contains H. Also, write >+ M ( G, H) if the above is true with the additional restriction 
that the monochromatic G or H occurring is an induced sub graph of F. These two 
relations are often called the weak and strong Ramsey arrows respectively. In this paper, 
we will work with the weak arrow; however, the results all have strong-arrow counterparts, 
and we will point them out along the way. 
We say that F is (G, H)-minimal if F -+ (G, H) but F' -fo (G, H) for every proper 
subgraph F' of F. Denote the family of all (G, H)-minimal graphs by ~(G,H). Consider-
able interest attaches to the question of when ~ ( G, H) is infinite. When this is true, we 
say that the pair (G, H) is Ramsey-infinite. Much work has been done on this problem; 
see the survey [1], as well as [4, 5]. Our main object here is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM l. Let G and H be graphs, and let {G .. ... , Gk } and {H ... .. , H,} be the 
sets of blocks of G and H respectively. Then if every pair (G;, H j ) is Ramsey-infinite, so is 
the pair (G, H). 
This theorem will be proved in the next section. It is easily seen that the same result 
holds if the term Ramsey-infinite is taken in the strong-arrow sense, since the proof is 
essentially identical. In the final section we give a slight generalization of Theorem 1 and 
apply it to a specific class of graphs. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Before proving the above theorem, we set forth some terminology and some lemmas. 
Let {GI> ... , Gk } and {HI> ... , H,} be sets of graphs. Then we write F -+ (Aj Gj, Aj ~) 
to mean that if the edges of F are colored red and blue, either the red subgraph of F 
contains copies of all the G;, or the blue subgraph contains copies of all the ~. Now 
define ~(Aj G;, Aj ~) as before, and extend the meaning of the term Ramsey-infinite in 
the obvious way to include such a pair. 
LEMMA 1 [4]. Let {GI> ... , Gk } and {HI> ... , H,} be sets of connected graphs. If every 
pair (Gj, ~) is Ramsey-infinite, so is (Aj Gj, Aj ~). 
As often happens in generalized Ramsey theory, we will make use of the following 
basic result of Erdos and Hajnal. Recall that the chromatic number of a hypergraph is 
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the minimum number of colors the points can be given so that every hyperedge receives 
at least two colors. 
LEMMA 2 [6]. For any t, there exist t-uniform hypergraphs with both arbitrarily large 
chromatic number and arbitrarily large girth. 
Our next lemma is of considerable interest in itself, so we state it much more precisely 
and generally than we really need. Note, for instance, that the hypergraph in question 
need not be uniform. 
LEMMA 3. A hypergraph X can be expressed as the (hyperedge-disjoint) union of q 
hypergraphs having chromatic numbers no greater than m .. . . . , mq, respectively, if and only 
if X has chromatic number at most n;~lmi. 
PROOF. The proof is virtually the same as that of the corresponding theorem for 
graphs in [2]. 
Bya t-uniform directed hypergraph we mean one in which the points in each hyperedge 
are labeled with the numbers 1, ... , t. The same point is allowed have different labels 
in different hyperedges. A hypertree will mean a hypergraph in which no cycles occur. 
This means cycles of length two as well, so that no two hyperedges can have more than 
one point in common. Finally, let X be a t-uniform directed hypergraph and F be a 
graph with t points labeled VI> .•• , v,. Then X (F) denotes the graph formed by identifying 
the points Vl> ••• , v, of a copy of F with the points labeled 1, ... , t, respectively, of 
each hyperedge of X. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a graph with b blocks, and let F be a graph on t points containing 
at least one copy of each of the nonisomorphic blocks of G. Then there is a t-uniform directed 
hypertree X having b hyperedges such that G~ X(F). 
PROOF. Obvious. 
LEMMA 5 [3]. Let T be a t-uniform directed hypertree with n hyperedges. If X is a 
t-uniform directed hypergraph with chromatic number at least tn 2 , then T ~ X. 
We now restate and prove our theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let G and H be graphs, and let {G .. ... , Gd and {Hi> ... , HI} be the 
sets of blocks of G and H, respectively. Then if every pair (Gi, Hj ) is Ramsey-infinite, so is 
the pair (G, H). 
PROOF. Of course, it suffices to show that for any qo, there is a member of 9Il( G, H) 
with at least qo edges; this is what we shall prove. Invoking Lemma I, let Fo be a member 
~f Pfl(fli Gi , /\j~) with a least qo edges. Let t be the number of points of Fo, labeling 
them v .... . , v" and let q be the number of edges of Fo. Also, let b be the maximum 
number of blocks in either G or H. 
By Lemma 2, there is a t-uniform directed hypergraph X with chromatic number 
(tb 2?q + 1 
and girth greater than the number of points in both G and H. Now form the graph 
FI = X(Fo); we will show that FI -+ (G, H). 
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Consider any 2-~loring of the edges of F •. Each copy of Fo in F. automatically receives 
a 2-coloring as well. There are only 2q possible 2-colorings of the edges of an Fo. We 
may therefore consider the copies of Fo, and hence the corresponding hyperedges of X, 
as partitioned into 2q classes. let Xi> i = 1, ... ,2Q, be the hypergraph induced by class i. 
By Lemma 3, some Xi has chromatic number at least tb2• 
Each Fo in Xi(Fo) is colored identically, so by the choice of Fo, either each one contains 
all the blocks of G in red, or each one contains all the blocks of H in blue. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that the former holds. let Fo be the red subgraph of any 
of the Fo in Xi(Fo). By Lemma 4, there is a t-uniform directed hypertree X' such that 
G c;; X'(Fo). But by ~emma 5, X' C;; Xi' so G C;; X'(Fo) C;; Xi(Fo). Thus we have proved 
that F. ~ (G, H). 
However, there is no reason to expect that F. E f1l (G, H); but there does exist an F C;; F. 
for which FE f1l(G, H). Our proof will be complete if we can show that F has at least 
q edges. Let e be any edge of Fo. By the choice of Fo, there exists a 2-coloring of Fo - e 
such that one of the blocks of G is missing in red and one of the blocks of H is missing 
in blue. But then the same is true of X(Fo-e), since every copy of Fo-e can be given 
the same coloring. (Here we have used the fact that the girth of X is large.) Thus 
X(Fo- e) ~ (G, H) for any edge e of Fo. Therefore F. must contain at least one edge 
corresponding to each edge of Fo, and hence has at least q ~ qo edges. This completes 
the proof. 
3. GENERALIZATIONS AND ApPLICATIONS 
It is easy to modify the above proof to yield the following generalization of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let G and H be graphs, and let {G., ... , Gk , G;, ... , GU, 
{HI> ... , Ht. Hi, ... , HI-} be the sets of blocks of G and H, respectively. Suppose that every 
OJ, is a subgraph of some Gj and every H;, is a subgraph of some Hi' Then if every pair 
(Gi , Hj ) is Ramsey-infinite, so is the pair (G, H). 
PROOF. Observe that the only facts about {Gi } and {Hj } used in the proof of Theorem 
1 are that they are the blocks of G and H, and that the pair (Ai G i , Aj H j ) is Ramsey-infinite. 
But it is clear that, using an obvious extension of our notation, 
f1l(/\ Gi " A G;" /\ ~"A Hj,) = f1l(/\ Gi , A ~). 
I I }} I j 
Therefore, the proof of Theorem 1 applies to the case at hand as well. 
It has been conjectured [I] that if G and H are connected and not trees, then the pair 
(G, H) is Ramsey-infinite. (The conjecture in [1] is actually more comprehensive, and 
was shown false for certain forests in [4]; but the above case of the conjecture stilI stands.) 
In view of Theorem 2, it is sufficient to consider 2-connected graphs in attempting to 
establish the above conjecture, since the only blocks that are not 2-connected are single 
edges, which can certainly serve as the G;, or Hj,. 
We have already noted that Theorem 1 holds in the strong-arrow case as well; the same 
is true of Theorem 2. We now give a specific class of graphs for which Theorems I and 
2 hold. Let F3 denote the set of 3-connected graphs, together with K 3• In [7] it is established 
that (G, H) is Ramsey-infinite if G, HE F3• Applying Theorem 2 to this, and specializing 
it a bit for simplicity, we have the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let Cfj be the class of graphs all of whose blocks are single edges or are in 
F3, and which have at least one block in F3• If G, HE Cfj, then (G, H) is Ramsey-infinite. 
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For certain other classes of pairs of blocks which are Ramsey-infinite, see [I]. Theorem 
3 has a strong-Ramsey version; in fact, it holds even with r3 replaced by r~, the class 
of 2-connected graphs that are not disconnected by the removal of two adjacent points. 
Finally, we note that Theorems I and 2 have multi-color analogs. 
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